On the Kinetics of Solvate Formation through Mechanochemistry
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Theophylline:2-pyrrolidone mono (1:1) and sesqui (2:3) solvates have been discovered through variable-amount liquid-assisted grinding (VALAG). The structures and stability of the solvates and the kinetics involved in their formation are investigated both experimentally and theoretically. Ex-situ studies reveal a delayed appearance of the sesquisolvate, and show that sesquisolvate formation occurs via the monosolvate rather than directly from pure theophylline. Theoretical calculations show that the obtained solvates are the thermodynamic products corresponding to the reactant ratio. The kinetics of the transformations were found to be related to the energy required to cleavage the crystals through the softest planes. This was quantified by means of attachment energy calculations.

1. Introduction

In many stages of chemical and pharmaceutical industrial processing, substances are exposed to a series of solution-based procedures such as crystallisation, wet granulation, lyophilisation, spray-drying etc. Contact between a solid and the solvent(s) is unavoidable under such conditions, and as a consequence, solvent molecules frequently become “entrapped” within the crystal structure of processed substances to form solvates. 5 New solvates are discovered either by chance during a specific manufacturing process5 or through systematic polymorph screening programs.1,4 Most screening methods are based on solution crystallisation techniques (i.e. in the presence of solvent excess) where only the most stable solvate is likely to be obtained. Other solvates with different stoichiometries are usually found in subsequent investigations, for example during desolvation studies. Such methods seldom provide information about the mechanisms of solvate formation. Alternative techniques, such as high-pressure crystallisation5 and freeze-drying6 have also been proposed for discovering new solvates.

In this study, we explore the use of mechanochemistry, in particular liquid-assisted grinding (LAG), as a systematic screening method for the production of solvates of varying stoichiometry for a given substrate-solvent system. We also explore possible formation mechanisms and their kinetics. Our approach is based on the well documented success of mechanochemistry as a screening tool for novel multicomponent crystals (including co-crystals) that show stoichiometric variations and polymorph diversity.7–10 The significant success of this technique for discovering different solid forms (including new crystal forms that cannot be obtained easily by alternative approaches) can, in part, be attributed to the large number of variables influencing the product outcome.11 For instance, during LAG synthesis high degrees of supersaturation12,13 are always present since only small amounts of liquid are used. This would therefore increase the role of other process-related variables able to cover a wide range of crystallization space, often enabling the formation of less stable forms.11

In the case of the discovery of solvates, mechanochemistry has rarely been used due to the common belief that solvates may not be stable under mechanochemical stress. Previous work in this area, however, clearly demonstrated the possibility of obtaining solvated forms through grinding, or by combining mechanochemistry and solution synthesis14, for both single15–17 and multicomponent solids (solvated co-crystals).18,19 To the best of our knowledge, however, only two systematic studies with regard to the synthesis of solvates have been reported so far. Specifically,
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LAG was used to obtain different stoichiometric hydrates of the same inorganic molecule, and to control hydration/dehydration of a metal organic framework. In both cases, the applied approach relied on the modification of water activity by the addition of another solvent such as ethanol or DMF.

Here, we report a systematic one-solvent mechanochemical screening for different stoichiometric solvates of theophylline (THEO) with 2-pyrrolidone (PYR, Fig. 1) by means of variable-amount LAG (VALAG). The rationale behind this strategy is based on a typical constant-temperature stability phase diagram for solvates; a specific solvate must be stable over a range of solvent activities, while outside this range another solid (a higher/lower solvate or the non-solvated material) will be the preferred form. Indeed, we believe that the activity of the solvent can be modified during mechanochemical solvate formation by changing the stoichiometric ratio of reactants and without the addition of another solvent. This approach is similar to the preparation of stoichiometric co-crystals: different co-crystal forms can be obtained in a mechanochemical synthesis by changing the stoichiometric ratio of the starting materials. Beyond demonstrating the usefulness of VALAG in the discovery of stoichiometric solvates, we also use computational methods to investigate the kinetics of solvation formation on grinding, and propose that the reaction is correlated with the attachment energies of the softest crystal planes.

2. Experimental

Materials

Anhydrous THEO Form II, PYR and the other solvents used during preliminary screening were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company, Ltd. (Gillingham, UK), and used without further purification. THEO Form IV, the most stable polymorph of THEO, was obtained via a solvent-mediated phase transformation from THEO Form II using the method described by Bobrows et al. Four grams of THEO Form II were stirred in 100 mL of methanol (Acros Organics, Extra Dry, over Molecular Sieves) for 50 days at a constant temperature of 23 ± 0.2°C. Every few days, solid samples were retrieved and analysed via PXRD measurements. Form IV started to appear after 30 days and full conversion was achieved after 40 days (ESI).

Grinding experiments

THEO solvates were prepared mechanochemically by grinding 1.11 x 10⁻³ mole (approximately 200 mg of solid) of anhydrous THEO in the presence of different stoichiometric ratios of PYR, ranging from 1:0.1 (corresponding to 8 µl of PYRR) to 1:4 (corresponding to 332 µl of PYR). Each experiment was repeated twice. The weighed materials were added to a 15 ml stainless steel jar containing two (stainless steel) grinding balls of 7 mm diameter each. Although PYR is not a highly volatile solvent, snap closed grinding jars were used to minimize liquid evaporation. The mixture was subsequently ground for varying times in a Retsch MM200 grinding mill at a frequency of 25 Hz. In the case of the interconversion studies, approximately 200 mg of pre-formed THEO monosolvate or sesquisolvate were neat ground for up to 180 min at 25 Hz. The process was paused for 5 min every 60 min of use to avoid significant temperature increase. In the cases where mixtures were used, the total amount of the solid added to the jar was 200 mg.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) studies

PXRD analyses were performed at room temperature using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro Diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation (wavelength 1.5418 Å) equipped with an RTMS X’celerator detector. For each measurement, about 20 to 30 mg of powder was gently pressed on a glass slide to give a flat surface and subsequently analysed. The data were collected in the 2 theta range 3-40° using a step size of 0.0334° and a scan speed of 0.142 °/s. For each analysis the total number of steps was 1107 and the total time was 5 min.

Quantitative PXRD studies

PXRD patterns were used to determine the relative amounts of each component in mixtures of THEO and the PYR solvates. Quantitative phase analysis was performed using TOPAS Academic 4.1 software. First, the powder pattern of NIST standard reference material 660b (Lanthanum hexaboride) was collected to obtain the instrumental contribution to the diffraction peak shape. The peak shape was modelled with a pseudo-Voigt peak-shape function with a correction for axial divergence. The room-temperature unit-cell parameters of THEO, THEO:PYR monosolvate and THEO:PYR sesquisolvate were refined against the powder patterns of the pure materials. The peak-shape parameters obtained from the reference standard, as well as the unit-cell parameters of the THEO phases were then kept fixed during the quantification procedure. The quantitative composition of the mixtures was determined by refining the scale factors corresponding to each crystalline phase present in the mixture. The effects of crystallite size broadening were modelled with Lorentzian broadening terms. The background was modelled with a 6-term Chebyshev polynomial.

Single crystal structure analysis

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected for THEO:PYR monosolvate and THEO:PYR sesquisolvate at 180(2)K using a Bruker DB-QUEST PHOTON-100 instrument, equipped with an Incoatec λ=5 Cu microsource. Analysis of the monosolvate was straightforward. For the sesquisolvate, crystals were found to be twinned. Two domains were identified in the diffraction pattern, related by a 2-fold rotation around the a-axis of the unit cell. Integration and scaling was carried out using both components, then the structure was refined against data from the stronger of the two components, plus overlapping data. The refined batch scale factor suggested a ca 10% contribution of the second twin component to the overlapped reflections. Details of the crystallographic information are provided in the ESI.

Lattice energy calculations

The crystal structures of THEO Form II (BAPLOT06) and THEO Form IV (BAPLOT03) were retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database. The crystal structures of the THEO:PYR solvates were taken from our XRD analysis. All crystal structures were geometry optimised using periodic DFT-d as implemented in VASP version 5.4.1. The PBE functional was used together with PAW
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... and the dispersion corrections of Grimme (second version, PBE-d).31 Unit-cell volumes were optimised together with atomic positions. An energy cut-off of 520 eV was applied for the plane-waves and structural relaxations were stopped when the calculated force on every atom was less than 0.005 eV/Å. The Brillouin zone was sampled using the Monkhorst-Pack approximation on a grid of k-points separated by approximately 0.04 Å⁻¹. The resulting unit-cell electronic energies of the relaxed crystal structures were normalised by the number of molecules in the simulation cell. In the case of the solvates, normalisation was done per 1:1 THEO-PYR pairs for the monosolvate and for 1:1.5 THEO-PYR pairs for the sesquisolvate. This resulted in values of crystal electronic energies normalised per molecule of theophylline ($E_{\text{pere}}$).

In a separate simulation, a single molecule of THEO was placed in a large box (25 x 25 x 25 Å). The geometry of THEO was then relaxed keeping the volume of the simulation cell fixed, using the same computational model. The same simulation was also performed for PYR. These calculations provide the electronic energies in the gas-phase ($E_{\text{gas}}$) for THEO and PYR. Lattice energies were calculated as the difference between the normalised electronic energies of the components in the crystals ($E_{\text{pere}}$) minus the electronic energy of the components in the gas-phase ($E_{\text{gas}}$). The equations below were used for the different crystal systems.

$$E_{\text{att}}(\text{THEO form II}) = E_{\text{pere}}(\text{THEO form II}) - E_{\text{gas}}(\text{THEO})$$
$$E_{\text{att}}(\text{Monosolvate}) = E_{\text{pere}}(\text{Monosolvate}) - E_{\text{gas}}(\text{THEO}) - E_{\text{gas}}(\text{PYR})$$
$$E_{\text{att}}(\text{Sesquisolvate}) = E_{\text{pere}}(\text{Sesquisolvate}) - E_{\text{gas}}(\text{THEO}) - 1.5 E_{\text{gas}}(\text{THEO})$$

Energy frameworks

Crystal Explorer version 17.534 was used for computing molecular–molecule interactions in the crystal structures of pure THEO and the THEO:PYR monosolvate. The CE-B3LYP model for molecular pair energies was used as derived from B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) electron densities.35,36 Energy frameworks37 were then visualised within Crystal Explorer using an energy cut-off of 12 kJ/mol.

Attachment energy calculations

Crystal Explorer energy Frameworks were used to identify the crystallographic cleavage planes for the different structures. Cleavage planes are those through which crystals are easier to break; they have small attachment energies. We identified the following cleavage planes for the different structures: i) (001) for THEO form II, ii) (002) for THEO form IV, iii) (001) for the THEO:PYR monosolvate and iv) (020) for the sesquisolvate. Slices of these crystallographic faces were generated manually from the crystal structures. For this, two of the cell parameters were kept constant whilst the third one (that being the direction perpendicular to the plane under study) was imposed to be 40 Å. Excess molecules not belonging to the single slice under evaluation were deleted. The energy of a single slice of molecules ($E_{\text{slice}}$) was then computed using PBE-d. If several slices were possible due to different choices of origins, the energetics of all of them were computed and the stability of the most stable slice is reported. Attachment energy for the particular face was calculated as the difference between the lattice energy minus the slice energy ($E_{\text{att}}[hkl] = E_{\text{lat}} - E_{\text{slice}}[hkl]$).

3. Results and Discussion

Preliminary grinding experiments

The experimental dataset was obtained using THEO as a model compound and PYR as a solvent (Fig. 1). During a preliminary screening, THEO Form II and PYR were ground for 60 min in 4 different molar ratios, namely 1:0.5, 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2. Ground products were analysed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, see ESI for full details). Diffraction data suggests that the product formed by grinding THEO Form II with PYR in a 1:0.5 molar ratio contains the original Form II THEO together with a new solid phase (Fig. 2). This new phase is identical to that obtained on grinding THEO Form II and PYR in 1:1 ratio. PXRD patterns of the products containing THEO Form II and PYR in 1:1.5 and 1:2 ratios are also different (Fig. 2). TGA analyses of the products (reported in the ESI) revealed weight loss in all cases, suggesting that the new solid forms obtained are solvates of THEO and PYR.

Crystallisation experiments and new solvate structures

Following the VALAG experiments, we performed a series of cooling crystallisation experiments where supersaturated solutions of THEO Form II in PYR were seeded with the mecanochemical products. These seeding crystallisations resulted in single crystals that were confirmed by single-crystal XRD (ESI) to be THEO:PYR monosolvate (1:1) and a THEO:PYR sesquisolvate (1:1.5).
The monosolvate consists of one molecule of THEO and one molecule of PYR in the asymmetric unit. These molecules form discrete R$_2^+_2$(8) heterodimer units, where the molecules interact via N-H-O hydrogen bonds (Fig. 3a). The asymmetric unit of the sesquisolvate structure consists of two molecules of THEO and three molecules of PYR. Two of the PYR molecules form a R$_2^+_2$(8) homodimer, which further interact with two THEO molecules via N-H-O hydrogen bonds. The third PYR molecule forms a discrete centrosymmetric R$_2^+_2$(8) homodimer without further H-bonding interactions (Fig. 3b). Thus, the two solvates might be viewed in structural terms to comprise THEO together with isolated molecules of PYR (in a 1:1 ratio), or THEO together with PYR dimers (in a 4:3 ratio).

**VALAG experiments: Thermodynamic studies**

Following the initial grinding experiments, a more extensive VALAG screening was performed where the stoichiometric ratio between THEO Form II and PYR was incrementally increased from 1:0.1 to 1:4. The results suggested that three forms were obtained, namely non solvated Form II THEO, THEO:PYR monosolvate and THEO:PYR sesquisolvate. The quantitative analysis of the PXRD data for the performed experiments is presented in Fig. 4. Clearly, pure THEO and its monosolvate coexist when the stoichiometry between reagents is lower than 1:1, while THEO:PYR sesquisolvate appears only at stoichiometries of 1:1.1 and above, becoming the predominant solid phase when the molar ratio of starting materials reaches 1:1.5 or higher (Fig. 4). Pure sesquisolvate can only be obtained under the applied conditions when THEO and PYR are ground in 1:1.7 (or higher) molar ratios.

We note that all the VALAG experiments presented in Fig. 4 were performed under prolonged milling times. The materials were ground for 60 min, after which, the PXRD data were measured. We also note that none of the experiments produced a mixture where THEO and the sesquisolvate coexisted. In order to explore the thermodynamic stability of these systems further, a series of additional grinding experiments were performed. The pure THEO:PYR monosolvate and sesquisolvate were neat-ground for 3 hours and no changes in solid form were observed (ESI). Additionally, no conversion was observed when THEO:PYR monosolvate was co-ground with pure Form II THEO or with THEO:PYR sesquisolvate. When grinding THEO:PYR sesquisolvate with pure Form II THEO, however, the THEO-PYR monosolvate was obtained (see ESI for further details).

**Energetics of solvate formation**

In an attempt to understand the energetics driving solvate formation and stoichiometry changes for these systems, we performed a series of lattice calculations with a PBE-d model. If we view the solvation process as a supramolecular reaction, we can calculate the reaction energy or energy gain (E$_{gain}$) as the difference between the energy of the products minus the energy of the reactants weighted by their stoichiometries (Equation 1). This approach has been used in the past to explain solvate$^{38}$ and hydrate$^{39}$ formation, as well as stoichiometric observations.$^{40,41}$ We calculated the energy gain for the different reactions involved and various stoichiometric ratios using computed lattice energies of products and reactants. Since PYR is a liquid at room temperature, using the lattice energy here is an approximation, so instead we used the experimental heat of vapourisation.$^{40}$

$$E_{gain} = \sum x_{product}E_{product} - \sum x_{reactant}E_{reactant}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

The energy gains for all possible outcomes of a supramolecular reaction between THEO Form II and PYR and for a series of THEO:PYR stoichiometries are reported in Fig. 5. Possible reaction products are: a) only the 1:1.5 solvate forms –dotted red lines-, b) only the 1:1 solvate forms –black line-, c) the 1:1 solvate forms up to 1:1 stoichiometries and then formation of 1:1.5 solvate –green line-, and d) no solvate formation – purple line.
In an attempt to explore the kinetics of the solvate formation, VALAG products of THEO Form II ground with various amounts of PYR were analysed as a function of time. Quantitative phase analysis of PXRD patterns (Fig. 6) revealed that Form II THEO always transforms first into the monosolvate, independent of the molar ratio of the reactants. Such transformation is almost instantaneous in all cases (90% of Form II THEO transforms into THEO:PYR monosolvate within 30 seconds of grinding, Fig. 6). The sesquisolvate, however, requires substantial mechanical activation to form. In stoichiometries 1:1.5 and above, THEO Form II fully converts to the monosolvate first and then requires substantial further grinding time to convert to the sesquisolvate. This indicates that, despite the sesquisolvate being the thermodynamically stable form at chemical compositions of 1:1.5 and above, the sesquisolvate is harder to access and is produced via the monosolvate as an intermediate state. It is also worth noting that excess liquid (PYR) seems to accelerate the kinetics of sesquisolvate formation. For example, after 10 minutes of grinding a sesquisolvate yield of 35% is achieved for the 1:1.5 stoichiometry whilst 50% yield is achieved for the 1:1.7 stoichiometry. Full conversion to the sesquisolvate is achieved in 30 mins for 1:1.7 stoichiometry whereas it requires almost 120 mins for the 1:1.5 stoichiometry.

Energy Frameworks and Soft Planes

We proceeded to calculate molecule-molecule interactions within the two reactant forms (THEO Form II as well as the THEO:PYR monosolvate) using Crystal Explorer. The strongest interaction in pure THEO Form II is the H-bonded chain (-92 kJ/mol per molecule in a H-bonded chain) followed by the stacks (-68 kJ/mol per molecule in an infinite stack). In the monosolvate, however, THEO:THEO stacks are the most stabilising interaction (-94 kJ/mol per molecule inserted in an infinite stack) followed by the THEO:PYR H-bonded dimer (-80 kJ/mol). In an attempt to rationalise the fast kinetics of the monosolvate formation versus the very slow kinetics of the sesquisolvate formation, we proceeded to identify the softest crystallographic planes in Form II THEO and the monosolvate. This was done with the help of crystal energy frameworks (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Plot of energy gain as a function of PYR:THEO stoichiometric ratio for all possible reaction products.

As seen in Fig. 5, there is a favourable (negative) energy gain in forming the THEO:PYR solvates. This calculated energy gain is also supported by the DSC analysis of the experimental solvates (ESI). The model also predicts that in the 0:1-1:1 THEO:PYR stoichiometric range, the thermodynamically stable product of the reaction is the 1:1 solvate (black or green lines). Above the 1:1 stoichiometry, a mixture of the mono and the sesquisolvate is the most stable product. The calculations, therefore, support that the mixtures obtained under prolonged milling times using VALAG always correspond to the thermodynamically stable product.\(^\text{42}\) In the current system, the thermodynamic product outcome is a function of the chemical composition, so below 1:1 THEO-PYR ratios the 1:1 solvate alone is favoured whilst above the 1:1 ratios a mixture of the mono and sesquisolvate is the thermodynamically stable product.

VALAG experiments: Kinetics studies

Fig. 6. Ex-situ experiments performed using different stoichiometric ratios between THEO and PYR.
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Crystals are more likely to fracture across slip planes on grinding. This would result in new surfaces being exposed and available to be in physical contact with the solvent for solvation to occur. Softest planes are those containing the weakest molecule-molecule interactions and correspond to the slip planes in the crystal structure. Pure THEO forms layered structures with strong H-bonds and strong stack interactions (Fig. 7, left). The layer-to-layer packing is sustained by weaker van der Waals interactions (Fig. 7, (200) plane) and is the softest crystallographic direction. It would be expected, therefore, that this surface will be more easily exposed on grinding. The monosolvate, however, has a more complex 3D energy framework than THEO Form II (Fig. 7, right). In this structure, the THEO:PYR H-bonded dimer interacts strongly (Fig. 7, right) and also forms strong THEO:THEO stacks. These stacks interlock with each other through the stacking of PYR molecules. The stacking of PYR molecules is not as strong as the stacking of THEO, their interaction energy being -22.3 kJ/mol per stack (-44.6 kJ/mol per molecule of PYR inserted in an infinite stack). The (001) plane constitutes the softest crystallographic direction in the monosolvate (Fig. 7, right). We note that the softest plane of the monosolvate is much more strongly bound than the softest plane of THEO.

Attachment energy calculations

To further explore the kinetics of solvate formation, we computed the attachment energies of the softest crystallographic directions in pure THEO and the THEO:PYR monosolvate. The computed attachment energies for the (200) plane of THEO and the (001) plane for the THEO:PYR monosolvate are given in Table 1. From the energy gain calculations, we know that solvation is driven by thermodynamics. We now postulate that the activation energy required to form the solvates, at least for this particular system, may be related to the ease of exposure of key surfaces of the reactants. The attachment energy of the (200) THEO is very small, -19.8 kJ/mol. Upon grinding THEO and PYR in the 0:1–1:1 range of stoichiometries, formation of the monosolvate forms is driven by thermodynamics, and kinetics are very fast due to the small activation energy required. In THEO:PYR ranges of stoichiometries from 1:1.5 to 1:2, the sesquisolvate also forms, driven by thermodynamics. However, the activation barrier for this solvation must be much higher since achieving full conversion to the sesquisolvate requires significantly more grinding time, and passes through the monosolvate as an intermediate state. This is consistent with our hypothesis since the attachment energy of the softest surface in the monosolvate is much lower, -72.5 kJ/mol. More energy is required to expose the surface, the activation energy of the solvation will be higher and thus result in much slower kinetics.

Further kinetic studies: Solvation of Form IV vs. Form II

In an attempt to expand upon the apparent link between the kinetics of solvate formation upon grinding and the attachment energies of softest faces in the reactants, we proceeded to investigate the kinetics of THEO:PYR monosolvate formation when the reactant THEO is in polymorphic Form IV rather than Form II. Prior to any experiment, we computed the lattice energy and the relevant attachment energies for THEO Form IV. The results suggested that the total lattice energy of Form IV differed from Form II by only 0.6 kJ/mol. The strong thermodynamic drive for solvate formation with PYR is therefore approximately equivalent for both forms. The attachment energy for the (002) face of Form IV THEO, the softest cleavage plane, was computed to be -35 kJ/mol. The softest cleavage plane in Form IV is thus more strongly bound than that of Form II, but still significantly softer than the monosolvate (001) face (Table 1). Thus, this calculation suggests that crystals of Form IV should convert to the monosolvate more slowly than crystals of Form II.

In an attempt to verify this prediction experimentally, we ground for 1 minute using the ball mill THEO(Form II):PYR and THEO(Form IV):PYR in 1:1 molar ratio. A visual inspection of the resulting PXRD patterns suggested that high amounts of monosolvate were produced in both cases under the experimental conditions mentioned above, while only traces of original THEO could be detected. In order to slow the kinetics to be able to differentiate the reactivity of the two polymorphic forms, we performed a series of additional experiments where reactants were mixed manually with the aid of a spatula for 1 minute. Upon such small mechanical activation, Form II transformed to the monosolvate almost completely whilst only a partial conversion was observed in the case of Form IV (ESI). Finally, the exposure of THEO Form II
and Form IV to PYR vapour for 60 mins, promoted a full conversion of Form II to the monosolvate whilst no conversion was observed for THEO Form IV (ESI). This suggests that PYR is able to penetrate the crystal of THEO form II most likely through the (200) cleavage planes from the available morphological surfaces. These experiments appear to corroborate the suggestion that the nature and attachment energies of relevant cleavage planes in the reactants are key for the kinetics of mechanochemical solvation reactions.

Conclusions
We have reported the formation of two stoichiometric THEO-PYR solvates, first obtained mechanochemically and subsequently by cooling crystallisation in the presence of seeds. The study demonstrates the value of VALAG as an efficient screening technique for the production of novel stoichiometric solvates. Such a methodology, therefore, can be used for organic materials as well as inorganics. Products obtained mechanochemically may then be used to seed supersaturated solutions for crystal growth.

Theoretical calculations have shown that the formation of these THEO:PYR solvates is driven by thermodynamics. The stability of the phases is a function of the system composition, the monosolvate being the most stable form at THEO:PYR stoichiometries between 1:0.1:1:1 whilst above 1:1 the sesquisolvate becomes the most stable form. In an attempt to unravel the mechanism of solvation, we observed that in the composition ranges where the sesquisolvate becomes the most stable form, sesquisolvate formation occurs via the formation of the monosolvate. Formation of the monosolvate is instantaneous, with 90% of the monosolvate formed upon seconds of grinding. Formation of the sesquisolvate, however, requires a substantial amount of time (and thus mechanical energy). Attachment energy calculations can provide some understanding as to why the sesquisolvate is formed with much slower kinetics. Upon grinding, crystals are broken and surfaces are created and exposed thus enabling contact with the solvent. This enables the conversion from the reactants to the products. The attachment energy required to expose the key surfaces of THEO Form II was found to be very small and almost four times smaller than the attachment energy required to expose the key surfaces in the monosolvate. This is consistent with a hypothesis that breaking the crystals, thus generating more surfaces that can become in contact with the solvent, is the rate-limiting process in the solvation reaction. Calculations of stronger attachment of cleavage planes in Form IV, relative to Form II, suggest that Form IV should require more mechanical energy to achieve solvate conversion, thus showing slower kinetics. This was found experimentally via manual mixing of reactants as well as via exposure of both forms to PYR vapour.

In summary, we have demonstrated the potential of VALAG as a tool for screening for stoichiometric solvates. We have shown that the solvates obtained by grinding are always the thermodynamic product of the reaction, and the nature and stoichiometry of the thermodynamically stable product depends on the composition. Remarkably, we have correlated the kinetics of mechanochemical reactions with attachment energies of the softest planes in the crystalline reactants. This implies that the process of breaking the crystals and generating new surfaces that come into contact with the solvent is the rate-limiting step in these mechanochemical solvation reactions.
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Notes and references
† Although THEO is a commonly used model compound for exploring polymorphism and the formation of multicomponent crystals, so far, with the exception of one monohydrate THEO16 and a series of amide solvates17 there are no other known solvated crystals for this molecule.
§ THEO was ground in the presence of different solvents during a preliminary screening for new solvates. The results suggested that new PXRD patterns and TGA weight loss, and therefore new solid forms, were obtained only in the experiments with PYR. Understanding the propensity of THEO to form solvates with different solvents is beyond the objectives of this study.
